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VOICE ITOUT
Editorial Note: Over the years, Azim 
Premji University has built a reputation of 
producing opinionated and critical 
thinking minds. In the university space 
itself, though, the opinionated voices often 
end up being disintegrated. Most of these 
voices lose their essence and power in 
chain emails and verbal discussions. Voice 
it Voice out (ViVo) is an attempt to bring 
these voices together and create a tangible 
archive of the voices of the student 
community of this university. 

This newspaper is an attempt to provide a 
space for dissent to flourish, for opinions to 
be voiced forthright, for events to be 
r e p o r t e d ,  a n d  f o r  l a u d i n g  t h e  
achievements of different individuals and 

groups in the university. In this edition of 
ViVo, we bring to you voices of 
appreciation, voices of dissent, voices of 
awe, and voices telling the tale of great 
things happening in this space. ViVo also 
hopes to serve as the translator between 
the student community and administration, 
bringing in rationale and experiences from 
both sides to the table. 

We are thankful to all the students and 
faculty members who have contributed 
their voices to the paper. We are thankful 
to Professor Gayatri Menon for inspiring 
the idea of this platform for bringing our 
voices together, and for her gentle prods to 
revive this platform. This edition of ViVo 
would not have been possible without the 

active efforts of the following students - 
Gunjan Narang, Khanjan Ravani, 
Dhwani Lalai, Hansika Singh, Mrunal 
Patil from the 2016-18 batch and Tara 
Braganza, Kalpita Wadher, Pravin 
Subhash, O Aishwarya from the 2017-19 
batch. 

We sincerely hope that this edition is only 
the beginning of a tradition of free press in 
this university, that is taken forward by 
students of each new batch with their own 
rediscovery of what a platform like this 
means for the student community. We look 
forward to seeing this platform reach its 
full potential in bringing opinions, 
thoughts and judgments to the surface. 
Let’s voice it, voice out!

La tritaga seminario okazis en Bengaluro de la 13a ĝis la 15a de 
oktobro en la Barata Socia Instituto. Estis 54 esperantistoj en la 
seminario. Ili venis de diversaj landoj: Francio, Hungario, Japanio, 
Rusio kaj Svislando. Estis 12 esperantistoj de Barato. De 
Universitato Azim Premji, ses esperantistoj partoprenis en la 
seminario. La temo de la seminario estis “Loka 
kulturo – Monda civitano”, ligite al la ĉi-jara 
temo de UN, “Daŭripova turismo”.

Partoprenantoj parolis pri sia Esperanto-
lernado kiu ebligis ilin scii kaj ekŝati la lokan 
kulturon de multaj lokoj. Danke al Esperanto, ili 
ne estis nur turistoj en fremdaj landoj. Ili estis 
gastoj kiuj loĝis ĉe lokaj esperantistoj. Formiĝis 
multaj amikecoj longdaŭraj.

Samspirite dum la seminario estis deziro dividi 
la propran kulturon, kaj scivolemo scii pri la 
kulturo de la alia. Muziko kaj danco iĝis la 
lingvoj de amikeco, kaj dum la vesperaj 
aranĝoj, ni reciproke ĝuis la riĉecon de niaj kulturoj. Kiel diris 
partoprenanto, “Pro Esperanto mi havas ŝancon ankaŭ danci kaj 
montri mian talenton al la komunumo. Mi ĝuas tion ĉi, sed ne havas 
la ŝancon fari tion ĉi en mia lando kie mi estas profesorino.” Ĉi tie ŝi 
sentis sin libera. Ŝi povis eksperimenti kaj brakumi partojn de sia 
identeco por kiu ŝi ne trovis lokon socian kaj institucian en la 
ĉiutaga vivo. Estis bele konstati la eblojn de tiu ĉi lingvo kaj kulturo 
krei akceptemon kaj malfermitecon.

Ni kunĝuis ekskurson tuttagan tra la urbo ĝis la indiĝena 
kulturcentro “Ĝanapada Loka” (Indiĝena Mondo). Ni praktikis 
Esperanton kaj eksciis multon pri unu la aliaj!

En la seminario estis multaj diskutoj pri la Esperanto-movado en 
Barato. Dum la unua tago, ni dividiĝis en grupojn por debati la 
fortojn kaj malfortojn de la Esperanto-movado en Barato.

Inter la malfortoj, oni menciis, ke homoj vidas nenian avantaĝon en 
Esperanto-lernado ĉar ili ne vidas la utilon de tiu ĉi lingvo aŭ en siaj 
ĉiutagaj vivoj aŭ en siaj karieroj. Due, ĉar Barato estas vasta lando, 
estas malfacile ligi persone kun aliaj esperantistoj. Trie, Esperanto 

ne estas parto de iu ajn eduka instituto en Barato (krom en la 
Universitato Azim Premji!). Homoj simple ne scias pri Esperanto.

La malfortoj estis ĉefe loĝistikaj kaj instituciaj; kontraste, estas 
ideologiaj fortoj, kaj teknologiaj solvoj por kelkaj malfortoj. Barato 
estas multlingva socio, kaj do nova lingvo kaj kulturo ne estas 
vidata kiel minaco. Due, teknologio helpas ligi esperantistojn – kaj 
ene de la lando, kaj internacie. La barataj Esperanto-grupoj en Jahu 
kaj Vacapo estas sufiĉe aktivaj.

Diskutoj kun partoprenantoj pri la 
Esperanto-movado en siaj propraj 
landoj donis al ni multajn ideojn. 
Ekzemple, vidante la grandan 
nombron de nepalaj esperantistoj igis 
nin pensi pri ilia integriĝo kaj intereso 
en Esperanto! Ni ekvidis kiom bele ili 
ligis la turismon kun la Esperanto-
movado. Tio estas ankaŭ ekonomie 
avantaĝa por la lando.

Je la fina tago, la partoprenantoj kune 
evoluigis laborplanon por la barata 
Esperanto-movado. Unu el la eroj estis 
baldaŭ organizi baratan esperantan 

kongreson. Tio signifas, ke almenaŭ kelkaj el ni denove renkontos 
niajn esperantajn amikojn!

La 4a Sud-Azia 
Seminario de Esperanto

4th South Asian 
Seminar of Esperanto
The three-day seminar was held in Bengaluru from 13 to 15 
October in the Indian Social Institute. There were 54 Esperantists in 
the seminar. They came from various countries: France, Hungary, 
Japan, Russia and Switzerland. From India there were 12 
Esperantists. From Azim Premji University, six Esperantists 
participated in the seminar. The theme of the seminar was “Local 
Culture – Global Citizen”, connected to this year’s UN theme of 
Sustainable Tourism.

Participants spoke about how learning Esperanto made it possible 
for them to learn about and appreciate the local culture of many 
places. Thanks to Esperanto, they were not just tourists in foreign 
countries. They were guests who stayed with local Esperantists. 
Many long-lasting friendships were formed.



In the same spirit, during the seminar there was a desire to share 
one’s culture, and a curiosity to know the culture of the other. Music 
and dance became the languages of friendship, and we took 
pleasure in the richness of each other’s culture during the evening 
gatherings. As one participant said, “Through Esperanto I get a 
platform to also dance and show my talent to the community. I enjoy 
doing this but do not get the opportunity to do this in my country, 
where I am a professor.” Here, she felt a sense of freedom. She could 
experiment and embrace parts of her identity for which she did not 
find an institutional and social space in her everyday life. The 
possibility of this language and culture to create acceptance and 
openness was a welcome revelation.

We also enjoyed together a day-long excursion through the city to 
the Indigenous cultural centre ‘Janapada Loka’. We practiced our 
Esperanto and learnt a lot about each other!

In the seminar there were many discussions about the Esperanto 
movement in India. On the first day, we were divided into groups to 
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the Esperanto movement 
in India. 

Some of the weaknesses mentioned were that people do not see any 
benefit in learning Esperanto because they don’t see any use of this 
language in their daily lives or in their careers. Second, since India 
is a vast country, it is difficult to connect with other Esperantists 

My work at University fortunately allows me to travel to different parts 
of the country, meet our alumni and interact with the organisations 
they are working in. I also get a chance to see the work of good social 
sector organisations where our students can go for their field projects 
or join after they graduate. In campus, every day, I happen to talk to 

many students, on various issues concerning their campus life, life 
after University and sometimes even on matters which are purely 
personal. With many such students, I also work as a team member as 
they volunteer their time and energy for University initiatives. All 
these experiences enrich my life and that is why, perhaps, every 
morning I still wake up excited to go to work. 

It is encouraging to hear from organisations that our alumni are doing 
fine in various professional capacities and that they have their hearts 
and minds in right places and that they are passionate about 
contributing something more for the betterment of society. It is 
equally heartening when we hear from alumni about the kind of 
fascinating work they are doing and most are actually engaged in 
remote areas, in grassroots and directly with disadvantaged 
communities, teachers, kids, farmers, government programs. These 
stories redeem our faith in the purpose of the University, why we are 
here in the first place and why we should continue for years to come. 

Sometimes, there are interesting questions as well. Organisations tell 
us that many of our students find it difficult (initially) to cope up with 
the intricacies of a professional life and that they continue to behave 
and insist that they are more comfortable in “still being a student of 
APU”. The HR guys ask me, is the lack of seriousness with work life 
somehow wrongly ingrained during their 2 years of University life 
and do we consciously attempt to rectify it? Alumni tell me they find it 

difficult to compromise with the ideologies of their employers 
and can’t understand why everything cannot remain like “APU 
days”. Sometimes, current students probe how different will the 
NGO life be from our “APU life”? These instances make me 
wonder, what really is APU life? What is our University about? 

What do we want each student to 
take away from their 2 years of 
intense engagement? 

Increasingly, we have realized that 
there is no one answer; there are no 
clear answers. Each of you who are 
reading this will have to think about 
these questions and try to frame 
your response. One way for all of us 
i s  tow engage in  constant  
dialogues, to meet more often 
inside classrooms and outside, 
having conversations- formal and 
informal- and at every instant, be 
guided by the original purpose of 
the University that we are here to 
contribute towards social change 
through our programs, creating 
reflective social practitioners. 
Almost, every day, I hear one or 
another student saying that they 
really feel the University as their 
own University, their own space. 
Now, that is a wonderful thing for all 
of us. But that sense of ownership 
also brings enormous amount of 
responsibilities to our own actions. 

While we try to design more and more transparent processes 
and mechanisms, we also need to scratch our head to see that 
those are understood by all and that there is information 
symmetry. We don’t want our University to be a place where 
people will say or write stupid things only because they don’t 
have the background particulars. While we take immense care 
to see that our University is accessible to students from all 
backgrounds and all the places of India, we also must ensure 
that the inclusion is truly worthwhile for everyone and that 
individuals are not left behind. While we are (still) an English 
medium University, we must demand that the classroom is not 
deprived of the vast amount of insights a person is bringing just 
because she does not speak English. And, no one can deny the 
need of academic rigor that is required for any good master’s 
program. But, we have to be careful to also check if each student 
is getting the best of all the wonderful campus activities that are 
organically growing: the weekly talks, the informal charchas, 
sports and the songs, dance and music. Maybe, all of these, and 
some more contribute towards what we keep hearing about, 
that animal called “APU life”. These are challenges for all of us 
and stakes are really high and that is why it is so much fun to be 
around. 

Nazrul Haque

“But you have an array of 60 courses to select your electives from!”
I had been listening to this statement from my seniors ever since I 
began my conversations with them about electives, but listening to 
such statements and actually going through the process of choosing 
electives are two entirely different experiences. When I was told 
about the kind of difficulties that the seniors faced while selecting 
courses, I thought, “Arrey, they are not even satisfied by the 30 
courses that are being offered during a semester. Why would 
anyone be so discontent with such a variety?”

Reality struck me very soon when I had to make those choices for 
myself. You barely have time to shortlist the courses once the choice 
between opting for a specialisation or not is made. But then, you 
somehow choose the courses of your interest after going through 
the long and detailed course documents. When you feel that you 
have made the right choices, the timetable arrives with its own 
spice. That is when the real pain and frustration gets to you. The very 
first glimpse of the timetable makes you realise that you are 
screwed, because the three subjects that you were considering are 
in the same time slot. What does one do in such a case? The only 
solution that seemed feasible was to talk to the RO, and we were 
already familiar with the history of such clashes and the RO’s 
response to the situation: You have a lot of choices before you. You 
should not be adamant that you would select only this particular 
course. We have issues with scheduling classes as we have space 
constraints.

Now, you have no option, but to select 4 courses for that particular 
semester based on the non-negotiable timetable. Right when you 
feel that whatever bad had to happen, has already happened, 
comes another email from RO intimating that a course of your choice 
has been withdrawn due to low turnout. My thoughts come out 
pouring as a rant, “You scheduled the courses like this, they had to 
be withdrawn, and now I have to choose another course, that too, a 
course that I have negligible interest in, because thanks to the first-
come-first-serve rush, other courses of my interest are already full.”

This is my story and the story of many other students in this 
university.

At the end of the day, what bugs me is the fact that it is not an option to 
pursue a subject if there are fewer students than the ‘required’ 
number in a class. What if the faculty is ready to teach and all of them 
are really interested in that class, which also means that the 
discussions are likely to be extremely enriching. Don’t we deserve 
to be in a classroom that is small in terms of its strength and we have 
the space to build better rapport with the faculty?

Benazir Nazeem Navaz
M.A. Development, 2016-18

Course 
clashes & APU!

personally. Third, Esperanto is not a part of any educational 
institute in India (except here in Azim Premji University!). People 
simply don’t know about Esperanto.

While the weaknesses were primarily logistic and institutional, in 
contrast there were ideological strengths and technological 
solutions for some weaknesses. India is a multilingual society, 
and a new language and culture is not seen as threatening. 
Second, technology is helping to connect Esperantists – both 
within the country and internationally. The Indian Esperanto 
WhatsApp and Yahoo groups are quite active.

Discussions with participants about the Esperanto movement in 
their own countries gave us many ideas. For example, seeing the 
large number of Nepalese Esperantists made us think about how 
they are so integrated and interested in Esperanto! We began to 
see how beautifully they have linked tourism with the Esperanto 
movement. This is also benefitting their country economically.

On the final day, the participants together developed a work-
plan for the Indian Esperanto movement. One of the items was to 
have an Indian Esperanto Congress soon. This means that at least 
some of us will be able to meet our Esperanto friends again!

Kirti Krishna Ratnoo and Ridhima Garg, 
M.A. Education, 2016-18

Dreams really came true for me at APU. I am a first generation 
learner in my family. I had always dreamt of pursuing higher 
education, but financial constraints kept me from doing so. 
When I completed my senior secondary schooling, I started 
studying and earning simultaneously. I taught, and later 
worked with a manufacturing company, followed by a job in 
the Real Estate sector. During the course of my last job, I came 
in contact with some employees of Azim Premji Foundation 
who told me about APU. I applied, got selected, and was 
offered a scholarship, which was a great opportunity for me. 
After coming here, my outlook changed completely. I 
understood the nuances of the sphere of education and the 
society as a whole.

First time in my life, I contested an election. I stood for the post 
of Student Residence Committee and won. Being a part of the 
Students’ Council was an enriching experience. At APU, you 
get all the opportunities that you are looking for.

The university faculty is always prompt in offering support in 
any problems, academic, or otherwise. I would like to 
acknowledge my mentor who extended his support when I 
was facing certain issues and helped me continue with my 
studies, for which I am forever grateful.

I am very thankful to APU and the entire APU family for giving 
me this opportunity to dream. Now, I dream of doing my bit for 
quality education and for social equity.

Gyan Vikash Girish
M.A. Education, 2016-18

Dreams Do Come True

Our University 
and the 

APU life!

Waiting for the bus is so irritating, I wish people turned up on time.
Oh, Bangalore is so expensive! I wish I could go back.
Sleeper is so dirty! Why can’t we go in AC class?
How am I going to adjust with these people for ten days?
Why does it take so much time to reach?
Finally, we are here! 
Oh, are we going to live here without phones and electricity?
How am I going to sleep in a library?
Why are there so many insects and spiders here?
Why is the food so spicy and heavy?
Hey! It’s a beautiful morning outside, the sun looks so different here!
The kids are so happy. They don’t cry even after facing so much.
The hosts are so loving. They are arranging so much for us.
Tai is so sweet she invited a stranger like me to her home.

The Haat is so different. Everyone is selling together.
Rain drops on a dusty road give out such a good fragrance!
These chutneys, though spicy, have a very homely taste.
Children are not bothered by insects, so why should I be?
It’s the last day of immersion. God, I will miss these children!
I can’t cry in front of the children or tai or dada.
I will miss the delicious food and the chutneys.
I hope I come here again.
I hope I go out of network area again.
I hope I meet similar people again.
I hope life is crazy again!

Kalpita Wadher
M.A. Development, 2017-19

With my mentor Bhupendra Yadav, who will always remain in my heart


